
CADprofi® network license 
Network license allows user to use the CADprofi software in a specific LAN network (Local 

Area Network). With this license CADprofi can be installed on any number of computers that 

are used in a specified network, while the number of ordered licenses defines the number of 

users that can use the program simultaneously.  

Information and technical conditions 

After installing the program on one of the workstations, user has to activate the network 

license. During activation in a selected network folder the license file will be created. On all 

other workstations user has to specify the path to that network folder in which the license file 

is located. 

 

Using the network licenses 

Each workstation gets whole seat from the given network license. If a network license is for 

example for 5 seats and contains both HVAC & Piping and Electrical modules, then each 

workstation will get both modules, allowing to work 5 users simultaneously. In order to 

manage separately with each of the modules, user should order separate network licenses for 

each branch.  

Network licenses must be uniform. It means that a given network license can't contain various 

number of CADprofi branch modules. Buying CADprofi Suite network license on for example 

2 seats, means that only 2 users can work simultaneously. What is more, CADprofi Suite 

license can't be divided on separate modules as it is a single product.  

Notice:  

* Workstations, that use the license must have rights to save  
   in the selected folder. 
* On each workstation, the license path must be defined in  

   an identical way. It is not possible to use letters of mapped 
   drives. 
* Examples of correct network pathes: 

   - with server name: \\ServerName\Share\Folder 
   - with server IP address: \\192.168.1.17\Share\Folder 
* Network folder, that was specified during activation, can be 

   later changed only in a request sent to the producer of the  
   program (the licensor). 
* At least one of the workstations must be connected with the 

   internet in order to periodically, automatically refresh the 
   data in the license file. 


